Maximising training evaluation for employee performance improvement

Orientation: Employee performance is a vital aspect within organisations in South Africa (SA). It is argued that poor performance can be addressed through training and development. Performances should be evaluated before and after training interventions to ensure that training was beneficial to the employees.

Research purpose: The study intended to establish whether training evaluation conducted after training in the SA financial sector measures employee performance improvement.

Motivation for the study: Most businesses invest in training and development interventions anticipating that employees will use what they have learned to improve their performance. There is limited recent empirical research on SA financial sector training evaluation tools, especially those that indicate employee performance improvement after training.

Main findings and discussion: The findings of this study indicate the following: SA financial organisations frequently use levels 1–3 (satisfaction; learning; application) of the Kirkpatrick-Phillips training evaluation tool; continuous employee performance improvement needs to be assessed more regularly, especially after training; and levels 4–5 (results; ROI) of the Kirkpatrick-Phillips evaluation model are seldom measured due to a lack of skills, motivation, and resources.

Implications and contribution: There are significant implications for Human Resource Development (HRD) professionals and managers within the SA financial sector. Since there is a positive significant association with training evaluation and employee performance, relevant stakeholders must be aware that the purpose of training must be to improve and measure employee performance. This paper contributes theoretically to HRD management practices, training evaluations, and performance improvement. The practical contribution is the proposed Training Evaluation Framework for Performance Improvement for stakeholders to use to ensure that HRD evaluations measures performance improvement.
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Introduction

South African organisations have experienced tremendous challenges, changes and improvements since the country’s new democracy, 25 years ago. Political and socio-economic changes necessitated the continuous training and development of employees so that they may be competent and have skills that are aligned with the organisational transformations that occurred. Employee performance must be improved and transformed as it is important in the execution of organisational strategy and the achievement of business strategic objectives (Imran & Tanveer, 2015). Training increases the knowledge, skills and abilities of the employees (Almohaimmeed, 2017). Managers need to have one-on-one sessions with employees before training interventions to undertake the following: discussing the benefits of attending the training, setting goals for learning and applying what they learn to improve job performance (Imran & Tanveer, 2015). Employees are more likely to learn and benefit from the training when they are motivated to learn, when they perceive the work environment as supportive to their learning and when they are able to use their newly acquired knowledge and skills on the job (Elnga & Imran, 2013).

Skill development is crucial within financial organisations to ensure that employees perform their tasks at the level that the job requires (Elnga & Imran, 2013). Effective training enables employees to execute job responsibilities that were difficult prior to training (Hameed & Waheed, 2011). Human resource development (HRD) professionals and line managers have a responsibility to
work collaboratively to design, deliver and evaluate training and development interventions which will increase the knowledge, skills and attitude of the employees (Khan, Khan, & Khan, 2011). There is also a need for managers to use training evaluations to ascertain whether the employees could impart newly acquired knowledge to his or her team members, and whether the organisation’s money was well spent (MburuMaina & Waithaka, 2017). There is a degree of ambiguity on whether HRD professionals and line managers are measuring the employee performance improvement through training evaluation, especially within financial organisations in South Africa (SA).

Previous research reveals that most managers are only assessing the learner’s reaction and the learning that occurs during the training intervention (Yusoff et al., 2016). What is not clear, however, is whether managers and HRD professionals are measuring the application and implementation of training to improve employee performance. Lack of support, resources, time and cost associated with training evaluation, and the lack of expertise on the part of HRD professionals, are the main reasons for not evaluating training at high levels that reveal the impact of HRD on business results (MburuMaina & Waithaka, 2017). Human resource development professionals and managers must calculate training return on investment (ROI) to ensure that it has positive impact on achieving business objectives and strategy (Mara & Govender, 2017). This article focuses on maximising training evaluation tools, measuring training effectiveness and impact on performance, use of the Kirkpatrick–Phillips five levels of evaluation and the relationship between training evaluation and improved employee performance.

The purpose of the empirical study was to identify whether training evaluation reveals employee performance improvement after training interventions. The research objectives of this study were to identify the training evaluation tools used to evaluate the transfer of learning and to examine business benefits associated with measuring employee performance improvement after training interventions.

This article contributes to research and practice. On a research level, the article contributes to the use of the qualitative semi-structured interview method and thematic analysis to correlate employee performance improvement with training evaluation tools. On a practical level, the proposed training evaluation framework for performance improvement encourages HRD professionals, line managers and employees to view training and development as investment opportunities that can benefit business strategy, rather than as a costly and burdensome budget item. The article consists of a literature review, research method, findings, discussion, limitations and conclusion.

### Literature review

The literature review is presented under the following topics: employee performance; importance of training intervention in enhancing performance; training evaluation; Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool and linking training evaluation for performance improvement.

### Employee performance

Employees are the most important asset, resource and building blocks of an organisation (Imran & Tanveer, 2015). The success or failure of the organisation depends on the performance of employees (Hameed & Waheed, 2011). Improved performance is vital for most organisations; hence, managers devise strategies to improve performance and measure it from time to time (Imran & Tanveer, 2015). It is important for HRD professionals and line managers to answer five of these questions: What skills do our employees possess? What skills are needed for the future? Can our employees develop their skills? How can employees receive the appropriate training? Does employee performance improve after training? The answers to these questions are vital to the employee and organisational success, as innovative job performance is stimulated by personal motivation, awareness and ownership of the job role and responsibilities (Hailesilasie, 2009).

Khan et al. (2011) confirm that organisational performance can be stimulated by training and learning opportunities; therefore, when organisations are facing challenges, they need to put more focus on improving employee performance (Ahmed, Rehman, Asad, Hussain, & Bilal, 2013). Performance deficiency can be overcome by implementing relevant training interventions (Elnaga & Imran, 2013). The performance gap can be closed by effective leadership, communication, employee development, tolerance to change, procedural justice and organisational culture (Ahmed et al., 2013). There is a positive relationship between training and organisational performance (Aragón, Jiménez, & Valle, 2014). High performing organisations emphasise these features: firstly, efficacy which is more focused on attracting and retaining talent; secondly, quality which focuses on sharing excellent practices (these organisations, therefore, tolerate poor performance on a minimal level); thirdly, innovation, characterised by originality, promotion of entrepreneurship and taking initiative; fourthly, customer service which is the belief in training employees so that they have a strong relationship with customers and finally branding and marketing, where the organisation focuses on building strong teams and partnerships with a shared and winning mentality (Jesuthasan, 2013).

### Importance of training intervention in enhancing performance

Human resource development involves implementing planned training and development interventions which teaches, instils and modifies competencies, attitudes, belief, knowledge, skills and behaviour through new learning experiences (Aragón et al., 2014). Employees need to continually learn new skills, how to use new tools and systems and stay abreast of technology just to keep up and
Training evaluation

Training programmes within financial organisations in SA are evaluated for various reasons. Training evaluation plays a crucial role in providing feedback regarding how a specific training programme was offered (Chan, 2016). The purpose of a training evaluation is to determine whether the learners have acquired the new skills and knowledge as a result of implementing the training intervention. It is a process to determine whether the design and delivery of the training programme have been met (Shaheen et al., 2013). Training evaluation is also a systematic process of measuring the quality of a training programme in terms of effectiveness to the organisation’s bottom line and how well the training is designed, delivered and managed (Meyer, Opperman, & Dyrybe, 2003). According to Short (2009), training evaluation should happen at different times as follows: before the training intervention (diagnostic evaluation); during the training intervention (formative evaluation); at the end of the training intervention (summative evaluation) and after the training intervention (longitudinal evaluation).

Once training is completed, employees return to their jobs hoping that they will perform effectively and get promoted. Effective training evaluations should provide useful feedback to relevant stakeholders as follows: training facilitators, participants/learners, management, government, professionals and other relevant parties (Chan, 2016). Training evaluations can cascade into evaluations of the whole organisation, which should be linked to the measurement of the organisational performance (Meyer et al., 2003). Training evaluation is vital because it provides feedback that can be used to improve planned training, measure whether performance improved and whether there was a ROI. Evaluations can be efficient in meeting current business needs by solving past performance challenges and anticipating future opportunities for performance improvement. Furthermore, evaluations are useful tools for the following reasons: providing an indication of various problems, including the lack of individual skills and knowledge; indicating the results of training activities and demonstrating efficacy; and providing clarity on what needs to be improved and what help is required for future additional plans of action (Sharma & Kurukshetra, 2012).

Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool

The Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool has a major impact on evaluation practices in most countries across the globe. In organisations that use this tool, most evaluation processes only focus on measuring level one (reaction), level two (learning) and level three (learner behaviour) and neglect level four (impact) and level five (ROI) measurements because of a lack of knowledge and motivation (Jasson & Govender, 2017). According to Phillips and Phillips (2009), ROI measures the return on the invested capital, indicating whether training costs paid off in improved employee and organisational performance and profits. The five levels of the Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation model are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reaction, satisfaction and planned action</td>
<td>Measures whether the participants reacted favourably to the training intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning</td>
<td>Measures whether trainees acquired the intended knowledge, skills or attributes based on their participation in the training intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Job application</td>
<td>Measures the extent to which trainees apply learning and change behaviour in jobs. Conducted immediately after and several months after the training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Business results</td>
<td>Measures the impact of training on business and environment, as a result of improved employee performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Return on investment (ROI)</td>
<td>Measures the financial benefits and value of training compared with its costs. Return on investment is stated in percentage, as high (beneficial) or low (costly).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level 1, reaction, is concerned with whether the training programme is aligned to the learners’ needs. This stage of evaluation should focus on the training content, programme structure, format, instructional techniques, facilitator’s abilities, training style and the quality of the learning environment. The trainees are asked to complete an evaluation questionnaire immediately after the training intervention to measure this level (Meyer et al., 2003).

Level 2, learning, is the stage of the evaluation that focuses on whether learners understood and absorbed the knowledge, principles and skills taught. The trainees should be assessed before and after the training intervention to obtain an accurate picture of what was learned (Ramiah, 2014).

Level 3, job application, focuses on how the trainee’s behaviour changes when they return to the work environment after training (Ramiah, 2014). Applying new learning to old jobs must be supportive. Supportive learning application includes these elements: the desire to change; know what to do and how to do it; having the right climate and supportive learning conditions; ongoing reinforcement and monitoring; support in applying new learning in the workplace; learning achievement should be consistently assessed and learning transfer feedback should be provided (Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2013). Post-training performance appraisals should be conducted after several months so that the trainees can be given an opportunity to practise what they have learned and to measure whether training improved performance (Meyer et al., 2003).

Level 4, business results, the results can be measured by assessing whether organisational goals or objectives have been achieved. This stage of evaluation focuses on assessing the changes in variables such as reduced turnover, reduced costs, improved efficiency, reduction in grievances and increase in quality and quantity of production (Ramiah, 2014).

Level 5, ROI, is the process whereby the monetary benefits that are obtained by the organisation over a period, in return, for the financial and other investment in training programmes are measured and calculated (Meyer et al., 2003). Most HRD professionals acknowledge that they must show a high training ROI, so that they can maintain training funds and enhance their human resources status. Admittedly, the calculation of ROI is a very comprehensive part of the evaluation process (Phillips & Phillips, 2009).

Use of the Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool requires a good evaluation plan, where the planner focuses on these six major tasks: development of a systematic evaluation approach; the use of informal and unplanned evaluation opportunities; type of evaluation tool to be used; determine the techniques on how evaluation of data should be collected; how data will be analysed and what judgement should be made regarding the training evaluation (Ramiah, 2014). Most evaluation processes only measure criteria in level 1 and level 2 to assess the trainee’s reaction and learning during the learning intervention (Yusoff et al., 2016). Level 3 is moderately used to assess whether training was transferred to job performance, whilst level 4, the results level, is the most critical and challenging stage of the evaluation process (Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2013). Level 5, ROI measurement, is ignored by most organisations, as training facilitators find this evaluation phase the most difficult. Trainers are unable to assess the results and then compare their findings to the costs of planning, delivering and evaluating the training programme.

Training or learning outcomes should be evaluated using pre-designed evaluation techniques. Training evaluations indicate to HRD professionals, managers and the organisation on whether the training intervention was effective and beneficial to the employees (Yusoff et al., 2016). Training programmes are evaluated to establish whether the trainees are transferring what they have learned to the work environment and whether there was any performance improvement after training. Therefore, the evaluation of training programmes is essential to the achievement of the business objectives.

Linking training evaluation to performance improvement

Organisations implement training programmes to gain real returns on the company’s investments (Phillips & Phillips, 2009). The most challenging aspect of managing the implementation of HRD strategies is to accurately evaluate whether employee behaviour and performance improved after a training intervention (Almohaimeed, 2017). Training evaluation tools inform HRD professionals whether there was an increase in employee performance as expected (Ramiah, 2014). It is the responsibility of the line manager to identify factors that can have a negative impact on the training programme and take steps to neutralise their effect on job performance (Elnaga & Imran, 2013).

A good evaluation gives useful information to different stakeholders, namely, training providers, trainees/employees, management and other stakeholders (Chan, 2016). The literature suggests that training should be planned to have a positive effect on performance (Aragón et al., 2014). Whilst some researchers such as Shwerani and Mohammed (2015) suggest that there is a positive relationship between training and performance, other researchers indicate that training has an indirect effect on employee performance and other organisational outcomes (Tshukudu & Nel, 2015). Previous researchers have asserted that training evaluation must inform whether the training programme has been able to deliver its objectives (Ramiah, 2014). The South African government and non-government agencies have been outsourcing evaluation studies in the past. Currently, all South African government departments have established their own evaluation units. There has been an increase in the number, scope and quality of evaluations conducted in SA recently (Abrahams, 2015). In the South African financial sector, training has generated performance improvement via the development of employee knowledge, skills, ability, competencies and behaviour in the banking industry (Imran & Tanveer, 2015).
Research method

Research design

Qualitative research was used to promoting a deep understanding of a natural setting, where human behaviour and events occur (Creswell, 2014). In this study, face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted to collect data. Semi-structured interviews also allowed the overall direction to be shaped by the participants' view and experience.

Sample and participants

The research population consisted of two South African financial organisations. Non-probability sampling was used in this study. Sampling in qualitative research is defined as the selection of specific sources from which data are gathered to address the research objectives (Gentles, Charles, Floeg, & McKibbon, 2015). Purposive sampling was appropriate for the study in that professional judgement was used instead of randomly selecting organisations and participants (Creswell, 2014). The researcher selected subject experts about the topic being studied, as well as in gathering detailed in-depth information.

Purposive sampling is a non-random strategy that does not need a set number of participants (Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016). The researcher, therefore, decided to select a few people who were willing to provide the information by virtue of experience (Bernard, 2002) because purposive sampling selects information-rich cases for in-depth study (Gentles et al., 2015). It involves the identification and selection of participants who are well informed with the study topic (Creswell, 2014). Participants in this study were willing to share their experiences and opinions in a reflective manner. A total of 12 interviews were conducted. Participants included two HRD professionals, four managers, two training providers, two performance management specialist and two employees/trainees.

Instrument

This research study used the semi-structured interview as the instrument for data collection. A semi-structured interview is organised around topics that guide to ensure that points of interest are detailed and completed satisfactorily during the interview (Mason, 2002). The aim was to achieve answers or responses to the research questions to achieve the research objectives. The researcher conducted one-on-one discussions with participants to understand whether employee performance improvement was measured using training evaluations. Semi-structured interviews also allowed the researcher to have control over the line of questions to be explored (Creswell, 2014).

The interview was supported by an interview guide that included the pertinent secondary questions derived from this primary research question: Can employee performance improvement be revealed through training evaluation? The interview guide also stipulated the study ethical considerations and request for participant consent (Mason, 2002). Semi-structured interviews allowed the overall direction of the study to be shaped by the participants' views, experiences and narratives. The interviews enabled qualitative data collection efficiently and cost-effectively (O'Keeffe, Buytaert, Mijic, Brozovic, & Sinha, 2016). Whilst the semi-structured interviews provided an opportunity to gather previously unknown information, they were time-consuming, labour-intensive and required interviewer expertise (O'Keeffe et al., 2016).

Procedure

Data were gathered from existing networks, by sending emails calling for participants willing to provide the relevant information. Initial contact with participants was made by telephone to explain the purpose of the study and the procedure for participants during the interviews. One-on-one interviews were held face-to-face. During the interviews, the participants were asked to consent to being recorded to improve the authenticity, accuracy, reliability and validity of the data gathering process. The interview guide was used to ensure that the same questions were asked, the same topics were addressed, in the same way, in every interview (Blumberg et al., 2014).

Data collection

Data recording ensures that information collected during the interview is captured and available at a later stage for more accurate interpretation (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Participants consented to the interview and recording by means of a digital voice recorder. This ensured transparency and improved the quality of the research study. Field notes were also recorded during the interviews. Field notes assisted the researchers in reflecting on collected data and on the data analysis process. Eye contact and observation during the interviews assured participants that the researcher was listening attentively and showed respect and empathy. The researcher was paraphrasing what has been said by the participants to ensure that the participants were adequately understood.

Data analysis

Thematic analysis was used to analyse the transcribed data. Thematic analysis involves identifying, analysing and interpreting similar experiences within the qualitative data. The flexibility of thematic analysis allowed the use of inductive reasoning that has a potential to provide rich, detailed and complex analysis (Clarke & Braun, 2013). Inductive analysis allowed for back and forth interpretations between the themes and the database until a comprehensive set of themes and subthemes is established (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).

Quality of data

The study is grounded in the fact that both the researchers and readers needed to trust the research findings presented (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). The researcher was paraphrasing what has been said by the participants to ensure that the participants were adequately understood. This information
was recorded to ensure the validity of responses. The concepts of data credibility, dependability, transferability and conformability were applied in addressing issues of trustworthiness in this study. Gathered data and transcripts were always password protected and were only available to the researchers.

Ethical considerations

Ethical considerations are essential if the research involves human beings (Mouton, 2001). The research methodology was discussed and accepted by all participants, and hence the study was conducted in a responsible way (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2014). These ethical guidelines were adhered to, thus ensuring that the rights of participants were protected: explaining the purpose of the study to the participants; obtaining informed participant consent and assuring participants that their identities will remain anonymous (Blumberg et al., 2014).

Findings

The following themes emerged from the interviews conducted. The themes arising from the semi-structured interview analysis are presented in line with the research objectives to understand whether employee performance can be improved through training evaluation within financial organisations in SA. The themes arise from 12 interview transcripts as all 12 participants selected for this study participated in the study. This amounts to a 100% participant response rate. Themes were extracted from coded participant transcripts. The subthemes were derived from the common codes for each theme. Five main themes and their subthemes are presented as the study findings.

Theme 1: Performance improvement through training evaluation tools

Nine participants (75%) indicated that managers need to select appropriate training options to achieve a desired level of performance. They further explained that training delegates should be monitored and evaluated to ensure that they are applying what they have learnt from the training. Other participants believe that training is unnecessary and time-consuming if there is no motivation to apply learnt skills and knowledge effectively.

Subtheme 1.1: Pre- and post-assessment z: Participants were asked how training evaluation was used to assess employee performance before and after training interventions. This was to establish whether financial organisations were using training evaluation tools to assess employee performance before training interventions and to establish how managers valued the frequency of feedback on employee performance in their respective divisions so that they can identify employee training gaps. Two participants (17%) confirmed that they were using a training evaluation tool to assess employee knowledge and performance before training interventions. The responses from the participants are indicated as follows:

‘As the training provider, I hand out a training evaluation tool to assess the knowledge and performance level of the training delegates before the training intervention. I even give them a chance to discuss their knowledge and expectations from the training.’ (Participant 2, female, 45 years)

‘I always evaluate the delegates before training intervention to ensure that I understand their skill and knowledge level before training.’ (Participant 1, female, 39 years)

Seven participants (58%) indicated that regular performance improvement feedback to employees should be done on a frequent basis at one-on-one meetings to ensure that they understand what is expected from them in the workplace and to explain the organisational strategic objectives. Responses from participants on the frequency of the performance improvement feedback from managers were indicated by the following verbatim statements:

‘I am assessing my team performance improvement through training evaluation once a year in order to provide Learning and Development Department with my employees training needs. I feel that my method is not effective as it does not give me accurate information on whether the previous training has helped in improving employee performance. In terms of performance review, I normally have one-on-one sessions with my team every 3 months to review their performance.’ (Participant 10, female, 47, years)

‘Our supervisor just rates us during the midyear and final performance review. I feel that she should be assessing us every 3 months so that we can identify if there is any performance gap and request another training intervention if needed.’ (Participant 6, female, 27 years)

The participants also indicated that there was no consistency on how often performance reviews should be conducted within various departments within financial organisations. This suggests that performance reviews vary from one manager to another. This then presents a challenge for measuring whether training interventions have helped to improve performance or even to indicate if there is a training gap. In contrast, one of the participants highlighted that training evaluation is not supposed to assess performance improvement. The participant’s comment below suggests that there is no direct relationship between training evaluation and performance improvement:

‘The evaluation tool is merely assessing the training intervention and not the learner performance development.’ (Participant 4, female, 55 years)

Theme 2: The training evaluation tool used

Participants were asked to identify the evaluation tool which they were currently using to evaluate training intervention effectiveness. This was to establish if participants were using a specific evaluation tool to assess performance improvement. Six participants (50%) indicated that they were using the Kirkpatrick-Phillips training evaluation tool to assess whether employee performance had improved. The other six participants (50%) explained that they were using different tools to evaluate whether employee performance had improved after HRD/training interventions.
Subtheme 2.1: Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool: The participants were then asked how they used the Kirkpatrick–Phillips evaluation tool to detect whether improved performance was noted. This determined which levels of the Kirkpatrick–Phillips evaluation tool they were using to assess performance improvement after training interventions. Participants indicated that they used evaluation processes only to measure criteria in levels one, two and three of the evaluation tool. Three participants (25%) indicated that they were using the Kirkpatrick–Phillips evaluation tool to assess the participants’ favourable reactions to the training intervention, if learners acquired the intended knowledge, skills or attributes based on their participation in the training intervention and if they then demonstrated behavioural change after training interventions.

Two participants (17%) indicated that they used the Kirkpatrick–Phillips training evaluation tool to determine the extent to which the employee applied the learned behaviour or knowledge after they have attended the training. They also indicated that they would like to determine the effect of training interventions on the business. They were interested in what resulted from the improved performance of the learner but did not know how to effectively measure that. Participants’ responses are presented as follows:

‘I am using Kirkpatrick–Phillips level 1 and 2 to assess the reaction of learners’ towards the training and whether the learners have acquired intended knowledge.’ (Participant 2, female, 45 years)

‘We use Kirkpatrick–Phillips as it is simple and basic – for lack of a better word. It is an effective tool for us as an organisation because of the large volumes of training interventions held across various departments. It also allows us to measure transfer and application of knowledge and skills.’ (Participant 5, female, 38 years)

The participants further indicated that some employees in the financial sector believe that evaluation tools should only be used to assess whether the training programme is linked to the learner’s needs.

Theme 3: Relationship between training and employee performance

The participants were asked to explain how the current training evaluation model assesses whether employee performance has improved after training interventions. The aim of this question was to understand whether line managers, performance managers, HRD professionals, training providers and employees within financial organisations in SA are benefitting from linking, using and respecting training evaluation as an effective management tool to reveal performance improvement after training interventions.

Participants’ responses indicated that there was a relationship between training and employee performance. Relevant training interventions should be implemented for the sake of developing employee skills and enhancing employee performances. Nine participants (75%) indicated that training interventions were improving employee skills, knowledge and productivity. Seven participants (58%) also mentioned that they noticed employee behavioural changes after training intervention. Two participants (17%) indicated that employees who attend training tend to be motivated to do their work and perform their work longer than those who do not.

Subtheme 3.1: Employee skills and knowledge improvement: The participants were asked about the extent to which the training impacted on employee skills and knowledge. The participants confirmed that training is a good way to improve employee knowledge, skills and development opportunities. Nine participants (75%) indicated that training influences the improvement of employee skills and knowledge which leads to better employee performance. Six participants (50%) stressed that employee knowledge, skills and attitudes should be evaluated before training interventions to ensure that the correct interventions are used. The participants also mentioned that they should be allowed to evaluate themselves before and after training, as this will encourage them to apply what they have learned from training. Some responses of the participants are presented as follows:

‘A detailed analysis of the necessary skills for the individual or team must be identified to ensure that the right intervention is used, reviewed, applied and assessed for improved performance.’ (Participant 4, female, 55 years)

‘We are conducting training needs analysis to determine the type of training required to improve employee knowledge, skills and performance. Most of our soft skills training are assisting in behaviour improvement.’ (Participant 10, female, 40 years)

Theme 4: Organisational benefits from training intervention

A question was posed to explore the business benefits associated with measuring whether employee performance improved through training investments. The participants explained that the success or failure of an organisation depends on the quality of training offered to employees. Training becomes an important element in the organisation if training procedures, standards and policies are followed as required. The organisation depends on the employee improved performance to achieve its objectives because employees play a significant role in the growth and innovation of the business.

Twelve participants (100%) indicated that the organisation was benefitting from training interventions. Four participants (33%) indicated that training and developing employees were crucial but were expensive investments and resources that were draining to the organisation. Participants indicated that it is, therefore, important to maximise the skills and knowledge of the trained employees in order to achieve the objectives of the organisation to sustain economic growth and maintain effective performance.

Subtheme 4.1: Return on investment through training evaluation: To determine whether training evaluation tools are used to assess the ROI, the participants responded that management was realising the importance of investing in
training and development to improve business performance and productivity. It is the responsibility of HRD professionals and managers to evaluate whether there is monetary value in developing employees compared to the heavy cost of the training. Eight participants (67%) indicated that training improves the availability and quality of employee output, which will, in turn, translate business performance into ROI. However, 11 participants (92%) emphasised that training evaluation was not used to assess ROI because of the challenges associated with measuring and calculating the ROI of training interventions. The participant responses on ROI measurement are presented as follows:

‘Managers are not committed and competent to assess the ROI.’ (Participant 10, female, 40 years)

‘Training assists in improving the Broad-Based Black Economic Employment (BBBEE) scorecard. BBBEE encourages organisations to develop previously disadvantaged population of South Africa including Black, Indian and Coloured. Most of the businesses are not willing to associate with companies that do not comply with BBBEE requirements.’ (Participant 3, male, 45 years)

The participants indicated that it is very challenging to assess the ROI stage of training evaluation. Participants find it difficult and time-consuming to select the appropriate criteria, evaluation tool and formula to assess the ROI. The evidence indicates that the impact, business results and cost–benefit analysis or ROI of training intervention measurement will not be as strong as it could have been demonstrated or expected.

**Theme 5: Training evaluation improvement**

To determine how current training evaluation models or tools can be improved to ensure that HRD and training interventions improve performance, participants were asked whether they had other evaluation templates or tools to share with other managers in SA. The participants explained that most of the training programmes were predesigned to fail, as training providers placed more emphasis on conducting the training programme than identifying or meeting the training needs. Participants emphasised that the first HRD evaluation phase should involve the collaboration of HRD professionals and managers to ascertain the correct organisational HRD needs, requirements and goals.

Employees need to understand their job requirements, and the link between training and their individual performance. Six participants (50%) indicated that HRD professionals, performance managers and line managers should be able to assess the specific skills, capacities and competencies of employees, as well as identify and distinguish factors that hinder effective performance. Therefore, HRD professionals should establish precise, unbiased and realistic employee training needs whilst ensuring that employee performance improvement is critical and significant to achieving business results.

**Subtheme 5.1: Mentoring and coaching to improve employee performance:** Performance assessment timelines, nine participants (75%) responded that managers should hold transparent, open skills needs discussions with individuals and teams. Discussion topics should include the following: awareness of business strategy; awareness of HRD strategy; how performance measurement will take place; what will be measured; what is expected from HRD interventions; HRD, mentoring and coaching goals and timelines; key performance areas and indicators (KPAs and KPIs); and equitable and fair rewards for improved performance.

Three participants (25%) also indicated that performance reviews should be transparent, authentic and acceptable. This suggests that managers should have continuous discussion with individuals to understand whether the training interventions were valuable and if training objectives were met. Managers must also measure whether the current and future workforce is equipped to meet all HRD and business expectations. Participants’ responses indicated that mentoring and coaching may be good HRD options as follows:

‘Managers should ensure that feedback discussions take place regularly with accurate measures for improved performance or not.’ (Participant 4, female, 55 years)

‘Managers should have face-to-face coaching with employees on a regular basis to understand any employee challenges and intervene if there is a need to do so.’ (Participant 9, female, 31 years)

**Discussion**

The primary aim of the study was to explore whether training evaluations revealed that employee performance improved after training interventions were implemented in South African financial organisations. Findings provided significant insight into whether employees are applying the acquired skills and knowledge on the job to improve their performance. Five significant themes and subthemes indicate that participants understand and utilise HRD and training evaluation tools to measure employee performance improvement. Significantly, training interventions are usually offered when employees are failing to meet the current work standards. Training evaluation tools are used to assess the success of training interventions. What is evident in this research is that participants confirmed that the success of training interventions should be evaluated and verified just as the success of the organisational strategic business objectives is. Ramiah (2014) agrees that effective training evaluation tools are required to ascertain if the organisation’s money was well spent when employees personally benefit from training. Evaluation tools must measure whether trainees are imparting their newly acquired knowledge to their team members and improving their performance and business objectives.

This study significantly confirms that South African financial managers use the Kirkpatrick–Phillips evaluation tool to assess whether technical skills and behaviours of their employees improved after training. Most participants (75%) in the financial organisations use training evaluations to observe both the extent to which the employees are applying their training and whether there is performance improvement afterwards by conducting one-on-one discussions once or
twice a year to discuss employee performance improvement. Employee ratings of their own behaviour and skills were accounted for in terms of learning and how they used the acquired knowledge and skills on the job. Chan (2016) indicated that training evaluation is vital in providing feedback on how training impacts performance. Findings, however, indicated that managers are not using the Kirkpatrick-evaluation tool consistently and that it is not effective to evaluate performance once or twice a year. Performance managers and employees suggested that managers need to give regular performance feedback to employees to ensure that the skills, knowledge and behaviour acquired from the training intervention are being practiced. Their concerns align with Jasson and Govender (2017) who confirm that training evaluation in SA has been criticised as ineffective regardless of the choice of evaluation model, as it ignores ROI measurements.

Both performance managers and line managers indicated that they have performance management processes in place to monitor employee performance progress against their job objectives or goals. Performance management processes focus on identifying, measuring and dealing with employee performance gaps. The process enables, encourages, coordinates and supports employees to achieve their performance objectives. Managers in the South African financial organisations stated that performance evaluation is not an event; it is an ongoing process consisting of various activities and actions. Findings confirm that performance management systems should measure and analyse performance to determine training and development needs. Elnaga and Imran (2013) found that training and development bridge the gap between current performance and desired performance. Whilst this study found that there is a relationship between training and performance, performance managers were sceptical of the relationship between training and employee performance improvement because training evaluation tools are not being used effectively.

This study found that the success of the performance management system interrelates with the training efforts. Most training benefits are easily achieved when training is planned, implemented and evaluated correctly. The significant themes and subthemes allowed for a practical training-performance framework to emerge from this study. Figure 1 presents the proposed training evaluation framework for performance improvement.

Figure 1 demonstrates the phases in the framework that HRD professionals and managers can move through as they navigate the assessment of the employee performance, training, evaluation and improvement processes. This framework will work effectively to improve employee performance if managers and employees can adhere and apply it to their daily activities.

The phases of the proposed training evaluation framework for improved performance are as follows:

1. **Organisational strategy and objective**: Strategy for positive transfer of training should begin before the training intervention. Organisations are in business to make profit and every business is under pressure to show how training contributes to business success or else it faces cost reduction and even outsourcing.

2. **Departmental objectives and competencies plan**: Training activities should help to achieve the business strategy. Therefore, each department must plan to integrate the business goal, training policies and actions.

3. **Performance review and feedback**: Managers must optimise employee performance and contribution towards meeting the organisational objectives and goals. Performance reviews allow managers and employees to analyse, examine and evaluate performance over a period. Managers need to provide performance feedback, identify individual strengths and weaknesses and identify training needs.

4. **Training needs**: Managers can use problem centred approaches (focuses on performance difficulties because of insufficient skills or knowledge) and profile comparison approaches (assesses person–organisation fit) to analyse training needs.

5. **Training plan and intervention**: Human resource development professionals and managers must identify the budget, time and expertise required for training. Although there are different training methods that can be implemented, the main purpose of training is to help employees learn so that they can perform their job successfully and innovatively.

---

**FIGURE 1**: Proposed training evaluation framework for performance improvement.

---
6. **Results from training interventions**: There are several activities a trainer can implement during training to facilitate the transfer of learning. Trainers must motivate learners by explaining the value of work skills and by using familiar examples. Learners must establish a plan of action for applying the new learning to improve performance.

7. **Transfer of training**: After training interventions, managers must ensure that employees have immediate and frequent opportunities to practice what they have learned. Managers must use the training evaluation tools frequently to assess performance improvement. Employees should be rewarded for using new skills on the job.

8. **Performance improvement**: Positive feedbacks from managers demonstrate support and create a positive transfer climate which leads to performance improvement.

**Limitations of the study**

The study was limited to two financial organisations in the Gauteng province of SA. A small convenient sample was used. Findings may not be similar for other financial organisations in different provinces, or for organisations in other sectors. A larger sample and adding participants from other organisations could have improved the scope of this study and the transferability of the findings.

**Conclusion**

The benefits of improving employee performance are lost when training and development intervention are not measured and managed well because of the complexities and challenges encountered during evaluation. Figure 1 encourages HRD professionals, performance managers and line managers to conduct training needs assessments, implement training, measure it and determine if performance improved after training. This article confirms that there is a relationship between training evaluation and employee performance improvement, despite the challenges with time, skills, complexities and resources to accurately measure the ROI of training. Further research is recommended to explore the following: whether managers are trained to evaluate business results and ROI, how coaching and mentoring encourage employees to apply learned skills, behaviours and knowledge after training interventions and whether the proposed training evaluation framework for performance improvement, as shown in Figure 1, is a viable model for managers to measure performance improvement using training evaluation tools within the SA financial sector.
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